Tree Work Fall 2013

PROMENADE/DOCKS
Prune one Red Oak to remove large hazardous limbs. Flush cut one dead Black Pine.
TOWNHOMES
Flush cut one small dead Oak across from 690. Behind 692 prune one Black Locust to remove hanging limb and low limbs over the promenade.
BUILDING 3
Remove to grade on dead Oak on the rear hillside.
BUILDING 4
Prune Pine trees on corner of building near pool to remove dead limbs and provide clearance to the building and balconies. Prune Plane, Cherry, Maple, Crabapple and Oak trees around the building to provide roofline and balcony clearance.
BUILDING 5
Remove to grade one dead Black Pine on rear hillside.
BUILDING 6
In rear of building remove to grade one large declining Oak. On the left rear corner prune Pines, Oak and Poplar trees to provide roofline and balcony clearance. On the right rear corner prune Pines and Mulberry to provide roofline and balcony clearance.
BUILDING 10
Prune Pine tree in rear of building by elevating limbs to a height of bottom of second story balcony. In the picnic area prune all dead hazardous limbs from one large Oak tree.
DUMPSTER/YARD AREA
Prune tree to remove three storm damaged hanging limbs.